SMART Dimmer Plus™ with
SMART Motion Sensor™

Setup Instructions SLP100/200 with
SLS100 PIR Motion Only
SMART Dimmer Plus™

SMART Motion Sensor™

After installing the SMART Dimmer Plus™ and SMART Motion Sensor™ in the LED
or fluorescent fixtures, you should verify that the factory default settings are to your
liking. The lights will automatically brighten and dim based on motion. The factory
settings are set to “80, 30, Lock”. See notes below. These factory defaults have been
set for anticipated hallway, stairway and warehouse light settings.
Start of Day Light Level to only 80% of full power
Maximum Light level allowed to only 80% of full
power
After No Motion has been detected for 15 minutes,
the lights dim to 30% of full power and hold this light
level
The Lock feature is enabled which prevents
accidental changing of the settings should the power
be intermittent

80% Power
80% Power
30% Power

SMART Dimmer Locked

Note that with the above factory settings (80, 30, Lock), when the lights are manually
turned off (such as when you leave the office) and then manually turned back on the
light level will go to the Start of Day level.
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Changing the Factory Defaults. Should you need to adjust the factory settings,
configuring the SMART Dimmer Plus™ is a straight forward process. To make
changes, toggle or “Flick” the existing wall switch or circuit breaker OFF/ON several
times to configure the SMART Dimmer Plus™.
To unlock and reset the factory defaults, you first “Flick” the wall switch or breaker
OFF/ON 7 times, we call this F7. This unlocks the SMART Dimmer Plus™, sets the
occupied light level to 100% of power, and sets the unoccupied level after 15 minutes
to the 10% light level. Lights will auto brighten with motion. From this point you can
lower or raise the light level and power 10% by flicking the switch once or twice
respectively. Once you have the desired lumination you toggle the switch to set a
specific feature as follows. Each single OFF/ON Flick needs to be completed within 2
seconds
F1

Lower the light level and power 10%

1 Flick

F2

Raise the light level and power 10%

2 Flicks

F3

Adjust the light level and power to the minimum (~10%)

3 Flicks

F4

Adjust the light level and power to the maximum (100% or the

4 Flicks

maximum set by F6)
F5

Set current light level to Start of Day

5 Flicks

F6

Set current light level to Maximum Allowed

6 Flicks

F7

Unlocks and Resets all settings to 100% power when occupied,

7 Flicks

10% power when unoccupied, and timer delay @ 15 minutes
F8

Set the dimmed light level after no motion

8 Flicks

F9

Standard Off: After F7 and do not set F8, 9 Flicks will turn lights off

9 Flicks

after preset timer. Light will auto brighten when area occupied.
2 Stage Off: Set F8, lights will dim after preset timer to F8, then
after the remaining 25 minutes the lights will turn off. Light will auto
brighten when area occupied.
F10

Locks the settings

10 Flicks

F11

Preset Timer: Reduces the No Motion timeout by 50% i.e. 15

11 Flicks

minutes goes to 7.5 minutes then 3.5 etc.
F12

Vacancy: Lights will turn off after preset timer. If the area is

12 Flicks

reoccupied within 30 seconds the lights will auto turn back on.
Otherwise, after 30 seconds the user must manually toggle or Flick
the wall switch (OFF/ON) to turn lights on.
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